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Our

Name:

Mr. Yasuyuki Omoto

Hobby:

Blood type:

B

Date of birth:

January 14, 1989

I like sports like baseball, basketball and running, and to watch movies.

Favorite foods:

Soba and udon (Japanese noodles),sushi.

Countries or places you d like to visit:

Least favorite foods:

Liver

France and Germany

Memories of your school days:

I traveled around Japan visiting various prefectures and
places with my friends.

Your enthusiasm and aim for work at Morimatsu Suisan:

Always think positively and challenge many things.

Profile
Name: Ms
Hobby:

Miyuki Fujii

Blood type: B

Date of birth:

February 28,1987

I like to enjoy spending times in nature and go travelling.
I especially like to visit hot springs in remote country side,
shrines, temples and castles. Right now, I am travelling around
Japan. I also like to draw pictures and write stories.
I like kimono, too.

Th

Favorite foods:

Fruits, Japanese sweets, sashimi

k

an

Countries or places you d like to visit:

Least favorite foods: Mayonnaise

and natto.

Turkey and Australia

yo

Memories of your school days:

u.

I enjoyed surfing and collected shells and other things on the beach.
I travelled rustic hot springs and shrines at various places in Japan
and enjoyed eating local delicious cuisine.

Your enthusiasm and aim for work at Morimatsu Suisan:

Don’t forget the feeling of gratitude and have a humble heart.
Watch closely your senior staff and learn from them.
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Training Program at Ainann-cho(Ainan town) By Ms Shigemi
Ainan-cho is located at the southernmost tip of Ehime prefecture and faces Ashizuri-Uwa
Sea National Park. The place has a typical ria coast where the black current reaches and the
area is full of rich natural resources. There are many fish farms, actually, the Morimatsu
Suisan’s major products, hamachi and sea bream, mainly come from Ainan-cho.

Imabari
Matsuyama

Starting from this year, visits to the
fish farms and preserves at Ainancho have been added as one of the
training programs for new recruits.
This time, seven employees including two freshmen
participated the training. Mr. Tao, IT manager, guided
them through the farms, preserves and even to famous
tourist spots.

Uwazima

These are the sites of old houses and stone walls that
stand on the steep slope facing the bay. The walls were
built for the purpose of protecting houses from sea winds
and chosen as one of the “Best 100 Beautiful Japanese
Historical Landscape”.

Ainann-cho

Fukaura fishing port in Ainan-cho is the only landing port for bonito in Ehime
prefecture. Therefore, today’s lunch is “One-reel Fishing Bonito Set Meal”.

This is the Nanyo region’s local cuisine “Sea Bream
Combination Meal”.

At Misho Bay, Mr. Tao lectured
the participants about Misho
oyster. The ria coast, Misho Bay,
receives rich nutrition from both
the sea and mountain and is best
Shells collected at Ainan-cho
suited to farming.

A freshman, Ms Fujii was studying ecology of
univalve shells during her school days.

We enjoyed exploring the underwater by taking the underwater
viewing ship, “Yumekaina”, which toured around the Kashima
Island of Ainan-cho. All the participants were excited watching
the coral reefs at undersea and colorful fish. In summer time, you
may have a chance to see marine turtles and dolphins.

All the participants were impressed by the sights which could not be seen in Imabari, and learned a lot
through this training course.
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Akase’s Haiku

( Written by Ms Rina Akase)

“The outline of white breasts floating in the Uzuki-nami (April waves)”
The word “Uzuki” means April on the lunar calendar and corresponds to May of the
western calendar.
“Uzuki-nami” is a season word which indicates the quiet waves in this season and I
often used this season word for certain period of time in my school days.
I wrote this haiku inspired by Yukio Mishima’s novel “Shiosai” (the sound of the
surf). Yukio Mishima is a great master of modern Japanese literature and praised as
“the most beautiful novel writer in the world” or “Mishima of the world”. His
novels continue to be loved by many people.
“Shiosai” is a love story set in an island which is surrounded by solemn nature and
the main character is a very innocent fisherman. His mother is one of Japan’s legendary “ama” woman divers who are the professional fisherwomen. On this island,
these “ama” women start breath-hold
diving when the season for seaweed and
shellfish comes. The novel describes these
women who dive topless into the deep sea
with lively and healthy manner. Every time
I read this novel, I am impressed by the
beauty of simple and innocent matters.
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To our customers:
Please fill out the following questionnaire to help us serve you better.
アンケート

Please circle the number you choose and give us your comments.
Are you satisfied with the contents of this month’s newsletter?
1. Very satisfied
(Tell us why?

2. Satisfied

3. Difficult to answer

4. Not satisfied

5. Totally unsatisfied
)

Are you impressed by any article?
1. Factory equipment

2. HACCP article 3. Manufacturing technology

5. Expo notice or report

4. Information on seasonal fish

6. System related information 7. Morimatsu Suisan’s company events 8. Others (

(Tell us why?

)

)

What kind of information you want to read in our newsletter?

Do you have any request regarding our newsletter?

How often do you read our newsletter?
1. Every month

2. Every few months

3. Every six months

4. Once a year

Do you wish to read our newsletter?
Yes

No

Please give us your comments on the following matters.
Product quality

1. Very satisfied 2. Satisfied 3. Difficult to answer 4. Not satisfied 5. Totally unsatisfied
(Tell us why?

Price

)

1. Very satisfied 2. Satisfied 3. Difficult to answer 4. Not satisfied 5. Totally unsatisfied
(Tell us why?

Delivery schedule

)

1. Very satisfied 2. Satisfied 3. Difficult to answer 4. Not satisfied 5. Totally unsatisfied
(Tell us why?

Information service

)

1. Very satisfied 2. Satisfied 3. Difficult to answer 4. Not satisfied 5. Totally unsatisfied
(Tell us why?

Attitude toward customer

)

1. Very satisfied 2. Satisfied 3. Difficult to answer 4. Not satisfied 5. Totally unsatisfied
(Tell us why?

)

Give us your further comments.

Thank you for your cooperation. We look forward to a continued business relationship.

Please return this questionnaire via FAX or MAIL.

For further information, please contact:

TEL +81-898 -33 -1774 FAX+81- 898 -31- 6527
newsletter @ rumijapan.co.jp

Morimatsu Suisan Reito Co., Ltd.
5-2-20 Tenpozan-cho, Imabari, Ehime
Prefecture, Japan 794-0032
TEL: 81-898-33-1774 FAX: 81-898-31-6527
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URL: http://www.rumijapan.co.jp/

